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2Situated Learning (Brown, Collins, & 
Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991)
Pragmatism (Dewey)
Seamless Learning (Wong & Looi, 2011)
Theoretical foundations & goals
Decrease inert knowledge
Increase transfer of knowledge
Bridge contexts
31. Location-based learning scenario 
(Cultural sciences)
2. Mindergie: Work-based learning
3. Crisis simulation/training UNHCR
4. HeartRun: First aid & resuscitation
5. Inquiry-based learning: WeSpot
Examples
4Example 1
5Cultural science pilot
6Cultural science pilot
7Environmental learning @ work
• Gamification at work
• How can we actively decrease energy 
consumption @ work?
• DBR: Which design aspects are 
meaningful and can have an impact?
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9Game design
10
11
Generate ideas
12
Reflectie
13
Study results
Kalz, M., Börner, D., Ternier, S., & Specht, M. (in press).
• Time-pressure
• Diﬀerent perspectives on problems
• Wicked problems
• Systemic impact of decisions on decision chain
• Knowledge & Skills & Personality factors
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Critical decision making/
crisis training
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Current solutions
High-fidelity simulations
some rights reserved by ualberta-roco@flickr
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Current solutions
Fully modeled digital environments/ 3D 
environments
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... and some findings
Chris Dede/Harvard
No proven correlation between 
learning gain and immersion 
level...future research should focus 
on limited immersion experiences, 
for example augmented reality
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The MR continuum
9
•Real environment
•enriched with virtual objects
•Virtual environment
•enriched with virtual objects
Milgram, P. and Kishino, A. F. (1994) Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Visual Displays 
IEICE Transactions on Information and Systems, E77-D(12), pp. 1321-1329.
Milgram & Kishino, 1994
Serious mobile location-based 
simulation game?
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Game patterns Simulations
Location-based
games
• Starting point: Need for innovation of training 
scenario
• High costs and very little flexibility
• Goal: A flexible, authentic and mobile solution
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Example 3: UNHCR
Example 3: Setup
• Roles:
– Director
– Security manager
– HR Manager
• Goals:
– Reusable mobile learning scenarios
– Notifications and ‘in-situ’ Assessment
– Semi-automatic management of the scenario
– Recording of activities for debriefing
– Higher level of preparedness
21
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Fallstudie 1: Learning/Game Design
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• Evaluation on Level 1 and partly 2 of Kirkpatrick 
evaluation model(1994)
• High acceptance of participants and trainers, increase 
of awareness for eﬃcient communication and central 
role of head of staﬀ
• Alternative scenarios replaces partly classical training 
- new application areas in preparation
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Example 3: Summary
Reaction
Learning
Behavior
Results
• Impact of specific game patterns (e.g. counter for 
decision making) on stress level and authenticity 
of experience
• Focus on learning transfer rather than 
knowledge building
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Example 3: Future work
Example 4: HeartRun
• Societal Problem: 
– Approx. 350 000 people die each year from a cardia 
arrest in Europe (ERC Statistic)
– Limited amount of training, and even if people are 
trained, limited willingness to help
• Problem: Huge gap between training situation and 
application situation
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Example 4: Setup
• Roles:
– Resuscitation player
– Defi player
– Documentation player
• Goals:
– Impact on retention on knowledge
– Impact on willingness to help
– Attitudinal changes
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HeartRun: Example
29
HeartRun: Screendesign
30
31
Example 4: Learning/Game Design
32
Theory'of'Planned'Behavior''
(Ajzen'1985')'
Research Model
• Formative study about game design finalized (Kalz 
et al., 2013; Schmitz et al., 2013)
• Currently data collection with regard to level 2 of 
evaluation model of Kirkpatrick (1994)
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Example 4: Summary
Reaction
Learning
Behavior
Results
34
Example 5: Inquiry-based learning
35
Inquiry-based learning
36
Inquiry-based learning
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Zarraonandia,)Aedo,)Díaz,)&)Montero,)2013)
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No#one’s#been#able#to#demonstrate#a#high2performance#see2
through#display.#This#side2view#display#that#you#seen#in#
Google#Glass#and#in#the#Oakley#Airwave#Snow#goggles#is…a#
recogniBon#of#the#fact#that#no#one#has#solved#the#
transparent#display#problem.# Jus$n&Ra)ner&
ARLearn: Mobile Serious Game 
Platform
• OpenSource (https://code.google.com/p/
arlearn/ & http://www.ou.nl/arlearn 
• Web-based authoring environment
• Game repository with CC-licensing
• Portfolio-view for debriefing
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Authoring*interface*
•  ARLearn*
EC3TEL*2013* 13*20.09.2013*
ARLearn*open3source*suite*for*educators*and*learners*
Scrip@ng*a*logic*
reusable*game3logic*descrip@on*
ARLearn: Mobile Serious Game 
Platform
42
http://www.mlearn.org
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